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1. Introduction

2. Sonification Framework Design

3. Determining and Representing Attention

Chronic Pain [1,2]:
• Prevalent, disabling condition.
• Pain maintained by changes in the nervous system, not by ongoing tissue
damage.
• Harmless everyday movement is challenging.

Sonification needs to be:
• Informational [5] to reveal aspects of movement.
• Experiential to increase self-efficacy/induces behaviour changes [6, 7].
• For musically expressive applications, retention of music essential.

People with Chronic Pain:
• Aim to protect themselves by moving cautiously.
• Movement may be inefficient and can contribute to longer-term disability.
• Fear and anxiety toward pain lead to different strategies in functional activity.
• Body parts engaged in inefficient, bio-mechanically unnecessary ways.
• Observed as the use of particular body parts during stages of activity.

Physiotherapist:
• Interprets movement.
• Draws attention to important areas of the body.
• Explores movement in collaboration with patient.
• Assists in management for improvement of patient’s physical capability [3].
Conductor:
• Interprets music through movement.
• Gestures cause orchestra to behave in a certain way [4].
• Links movement, attention, interpretation, and music.
People with Chronic Pain:
• May find benefit from participating in musical activity.
• But may have difficulty in coordination for ensemble participation.
• Need agency, and musical manipulations free of absolute time constraint.
• Need sonic movement representation that minimises music-synchronous
action, reveals interpretation of movement, permits exploration of movement,
maintains musical coherence.

Solution:
• Model-based musical sonification.
• Three key design considerations: how and when to manipulate, and how to
obtain interpretation of movement.
Temporal Scales and Contexts:
• Movement-synchronous: movement analysed in real-time.
• Movement-asynchronous: movement analysed after it has happened (replayed
forward, reversed, or temporally scaled).
• Music-synchronous: movement corresponds to musical features (e.g. beats).
• Music-asynchronous: movement does not correspond to musical features.
• Discursive-free: movement is analysed in free time and in any direction for the
purpose of discussion.

Machine Learning Attention Interpretation:
• Machine learning model to detect protective movement behaviour [8].
• Pays attention to salient body configurational and temporal evidence.
• Input is 13 joint angles from 26 joints.
• Learns to give more weight to parts and stages most informative for
discriminating protective from non-protective movement behaviour.
• Realised as weights on joint and time dimensions of movement data.
• Normalised into 0-1 for use as gain values.

5. Future Work
Includes:
• Extending the implementation to allow smoothing, aggregation, relative
mapping.
• User interface enhancements.
• New modalities (dyadic representation, and real-time data).
• Empirical studies to determine applicability in a range of scenarios.
• Generative music directly derived from body movement to ‘personalise’ audio.
• Explore longer musical forms and timbral control.

4. Implementation
Proof-of-Concept Implementation:
• Stems for thirteen parts.
• Two styles: Afro-Cuban percussion (drawing on Uribe [9]) and Pachelbel Canon
(selections from the original score [10]) both augmented by one author (Gold).
• Purpose to investigate observability of movement interpretation in music.
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User Interface
• Column of buttons on left-hand side represent active data channels.
• Each channel mapped to an audio loop, panned hard left or right for separation.
• Data loaded using buttons at the top left.
• Music playback controlled at the top right.
• Data exploration controlled using the panel at the bottom.
• Representation figure shows coloured line weights corresponding to attention
scores between joints: second modality of data display.
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